The only illustrated New Testament in unique storyboard frame-by-frame illustrations using the full ICB text. Scriptures and art interact with each other helping children see who is speaking and what the context of the scene is. Not a paraphrase, but actual ICB verses presented in an inviting, illustrative style for children that encourages reading and learning.

Features:
* Click here to view our Condition Guide and Shipping Prices

My Personal Review:
The book is an immediate hit for my 8-year-old son! He's often enjoyed reading his own children's bible, and now, he opens his bible and comic book and read them simultaneously, side-by-side. The illustrations in this book help supply mental images to the things he's reading, creating a deeper impression and facilitating learning and memory. The books is originally purchased for my son, but now even I enjoy reading it. Once you start reading it, you can't stop! The pictures are beautiful, and the book does not sacrifice content accuracy by omitting bible verses; all the verses are present. Great supplement and companion for a regular bible.
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